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The United States has plans to send a NASA 
rover named AREE (Automated Rover for 

Extreme Environments) to land on our sister 
planet Venus in 2032. Because the extremely hot 
temperatures on Venus would melt any electronic 
circuits, this space mission will use old technology 
including fully mechanical devices which will 
communicate using a binary code similar to Morse 
code. 

Electrical power for this Venus rover will be both 
heat-hardened solar panels and a wind turbine 
installed on the body of the rover. Strong hot winds 
blow continuously on Venus. 

As seen, in the attached drawing, the AREE 
rover somewhat looks like a World War I tank.

Recall that Venus is the second planet from the 
sun in our solar system, that earth is planet #3 
and that Mars is planet #4. But Venus is a victim 
of the greenhouse effect, making its atmosphere 
of dense clouds about 800 degrees, hotter than an 
oven set on broil. Thus, we earthlings wisely have 
much to learn about global warming from Venus! 

Incidentally, Venus is slightly smaller than 
earth, has a 24-hour day just like earth, and has 
been visited in the past by several space vehicles. 
However, because of the high heat, these Venus 
probes did not survive long, only hours. 

Because of the implications of the greenhouse 
effects on warming earth, Europe, India, and 
Russia are also planning missions to Venus. The 
United States also has other missions planned for 
Venus. 

In 2028, NASA’s VERITAS, an orbital mapper, 
will precede the landing of AREE, to carefully map 
the surface so that an appropriate landing site can 
be selected for AREE.

Morse code on Venus; as the old saying goes, 
what goes around comes around.

For additional information, drawings & 
photographs about the AREE Venus rover, Google 
and read the 44-page report by the Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory: Automation Rover for Extreme 
Environments.

Morse Code to be 
used on Venus
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Sidewire
Comments from the  

Editor of Dots & Dashes

By Jim Wilson

President’s Line

Pandemic Update
By now, everyone is suffering 

from COVID fatigue. We are in 
the third year of this worldwide 
pandemic, our third year of suffering 
isolation, of wearing face masks, of 
avoiding crowds and of postponing 

vacations. Officially, more than six million 
people worldwide have died from the COVID 
lung disease. The unofficial number of deaths 
worldwide from the pandemic is 18 million 
people. More than a million of these people 
could have been saved by medical science – if 
only they had received the Pfizer, Johnson & 
Johnson, or Moderna miracle vaccines. 

New Column
In the previous issue of Dots & Dashes I 

promised you a new column to be titled “A 
Penny for Your Thoughts.” Recall that my dear 
mother used this phrase to find out what was 
on my teenage mind. 

So, what’s on your mind? Read this new 
column on page 5.

MTC Board Meeting
Nine of the ten members of the Morse 

Telegraph Club board held a 1 ½ hour 
meeting by Zoom meeting on March 10th, 
2022. A report on museum projects, an annual 
report by our MTC International Secretary-
Treasurer Richard Williams, and a summary 
of MTC chapter status was part of the agenda. 
International Vice President, J. Chris Hausler 
created a new method of gaining access to the 
Morse Telegraph Club website. See the new 
cell phone “QR code” on page 12. Read the 
President’s Line for additional comments from 
this MTC board meeting. 

Promoting Morse Telegraphy
Your valuable skills are needed in promoting 

Morse historic telegraphy. With the pandemic 
declining, we can again participate in telegraph 
demonstrations. You also can write an article 
for Dots & Dashes, and can tell your friends 
about the original email: the electric telegraph. 
Let your light shine!

It will come as no surprise that some MTC 
chapters are struggling to remain intact. 

An aging membership brings with it a certain 
loss of energy. The usual health issues that 
confront us as we age, and similar impediments 
often make it difficult to find volunteers to fill 
the necessary leadership positions. Over the 
years, we have tried to keep some chapters 
open by taking on some of the membership 
renewal duties until they could find new 
officers. Unfortunately, it’s a problematic and 
sometimes confusing situation that is difficult 
to manage and sometimes impossible to correct. 

It is our hope that we can keep our local 
chapters intact. They play an important 
role in our outreach and telegraph talks and 
demonstrations. However, if it is necessary to 
dissolve a chapter, there are a few loose ends 
that must be tied up. 

Over the years, we have found that chapter 
funds have occasionally been lost because the 
chapter secretary/treasurer failed to inform his 
family of the financial arrangement. The same 
is true for chapter records. We have even seen 
chapter documents, telegraph ephemera, and 
historical items for sale on eBay and similar 
auction sites. In some of these cases, the family 
lets us know that the club is welcome to “buy” 
the items back! Of course, no one wants to 
think about that moment “when thy summons 
comes,” but chapter officers should leave their 
families instructions regarding the disposal 
of chapter assets, documents, and telegraph 
items.

On a more pleasant note, as promised some 
years ago, we are finally building the telegraph 
relay office exhibit at Heston, Indiana. Using 
an 1880s style telegraph relay office table from 
the set of Spielberg’s “Lincoln,” the display will 
be featured in a new exhibit hall. It will serve 
as a significant component designed to explain 
the importance of the telegraph as a key 
technology in the development of our industrial 
society. We have a number of items already 

*continued on next page
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available for construction in the MTC archive, 
but we are looking for some specific telegraph 
instruments including standard keys (leg keys 
would be ideal) and bugs…for some reason, we 
receive donations of a fair number of standard 
relays and sounders, but it is rare that we receive 
bugs, despite the fact that they are ubiquitous. 
We have eight operating positions to equip 
with instruments and our goal is to have some 
consistency between them. Aesthetics are also an 
important consideration and we found that basic 
box relays match the furniture well in the Lincoln 
movie. If you have some suitable instruments to 
donate, please let me know. I can be reached via 
email at: jameswades@gmail.com or via telephone 
at (269) 650-0215.

The relay office will be operational. A computer 
will be used to generate American Morse Code 
simultaneously at the several operating positions. 
It will give the public an opportunity to hear a 
fairly realistic facsimile of what a relay office 
might have sounded like during the early 20th 
Century.

Lastly, if someone has an old Postal Telegraph 
Typewriter they would like to part with, it would 
be appreciated. An old beater would be fine, as 
long as all the parts are there. We would like to 
incorporate one in a telegraph office exhibit. 

That’s all for now! Talk-up MTC amongst your 
colleagues and, if you’re a ham radio operator, 
mention it on-air!

President’s Line continued from previous page

At age 89, I have slowed down a bit but 
otherwise I’m in good health. Readers of Dots 

& Dashes may be interested in my life story as a 
railroad telegrapher. 

I was born and raised in Bloomington, IL at 
Berenz Place. My next-door neighbor worked 
second trick as 
an operator-
leverman at 
Dean Tower 
on South Bunn 
Street. He 
and I (along 
with my dog) 
would walk to 
work after I 
got home from 
school. My 
father would 
pick me up 
about 8 o’clock 
each night 
and bring me 
home. 

Birt 
Thompson was 
responsible for 
my railroad 

education. He taught me to telegraph when I 
was about age 13. I also spent time at Randolph 
learning to be a station agent from the IC agent 
there, Chester Roseman, riding the Interurban 
between the stop sign at Main & Lincoln streets 
and baker’s General store in Randolph.

The enclosed 
photograph 
was taken 
by Wilma 
Tolley, a 
reporter for the 
Pantograph, 
while I was 
working as a 
young station 
agent at 
Hudson. In the 
photo I was 
shown copying 
a train order 
by phone from 
the dispatcher 
in Clinton. 
Levers to the 
left controlled 
semaphore 
signals to 

Autobiography of 
Arnold Hering
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notify trains that I had orders for them. The 
telegraph instruments were used for railroad 
messages and for telegrams from Western 
Union. Station Agents also handled LCL (less 
than carload shipments) and Railway Express 
shipments that arrived by truck.

Out of desperation during WWII, I was hired by 
the railroad. This valuable skill provided me with 
an occupational deferment from military service 
until 1956 when the deferment was cancelled and I 
was drafted into the Army. 

Until I received my drivers license, I rode to and 
roomed at Hudson with a Section Forman who 
drove back and forth from Norman. While working 
at other places between Clinton and LaSalle, I 
rode with a star route mail carrier or got to work 
by bus.

I could go on and on describing my railroad 
career, but maybe you can find a copy of 

“Bloomington’s C&A shops” that the museum 
has. Go to page 131, W.K. Dunbar, who remained 
good friends throughout our careers -- which 
were almost matched. He wrote detailed job 
descriptions. Bill had more seniority as an agent-
operator on the GM&O and he would bump me 
out of town often. But I declined to learn train 
dispatching until I was working, so I got even 
when I was appointed Chief in 1965! 

Bill and I remained good friends throughout 
retirement and we put our telegraph 
demonstrations for school kids who visited the 
railroad museum in Montacello. I remain amazed 
that a boy who had no visible ties to the railroad 
would be able to get a foot in the door!

Feel free to contact me with any questions at 
ALBLHering@gfrontier.com

This new column is intended to be a safe place 
for you to air your thoughts. What’s on your 

mind?
The unprovoked war by Russia on Ukraine is 

likely on your mind. By design or by mistake, 
this man-made crisis could boil over into nuclear 
war. Russia has 6,000 hydrogen bombs, more 
than any of the other nine nations who have the 
bomb. While wanting to assist the Ukrainians, the 
United States does not want to get involved in the 
expansion of the Russian War against Ukraine. 
Russian Premier Vladimir Putin seems to have 
gone nuts. Dictator Putin has put his nuclear force 
on high alert, which is a dangerous threat to us all.

Inflation in the price of everything is another 
worry. In the United States, inflation during 
2021 was 7.5%. In Canada, inflation for 2021 ran 
4.8%. This means that your life savings has lost 
purchasing power. After the supply chain returns 
to normal, inflation may or may not recede. 
Higher prices may be the new normal. Inflation is 
predicted to worsen during 2022.

The impending climate disaster is also likely 
one of your worries. A lengthy new report, more 
than 3,700 detailed pages, was released in March 
by the United Nations Intergovernmental Panel 
on Climate Change. This report states that global 
warming is happening faster than was predicted. 
Soon, the world food supply will not be able to feed 
the eight billion people now living on our planet. 
Millions of people will starve to death. Apparently, 
little to nothing can be done to avoid this pending 
climate caused disaster. 

Getting older may be a worry for you. Have you 
notice that as you get older, that you become more 
invisible? Have you witnessed waitresses in a 
restaurant who walk right by you as if you don’t 
exist? Believe me, you are an important person. 
You lived through difficult history and you can 
speak in the secret language of Morse code! 

Perhaps the perceived decline in democracy or 
increase in worldwide crime is a concern. Please let 
me know what is bothering you.

A Penny for your 
Thoughts
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It used to be popular to include inexpensive 
trinkets, what were called “premiums”, in 

products, particularly those targeted to children. 
One of these, in 1957, was the Rin-Tin-Tin 
Telegraph Key. Rin Tin Tin was a male German 
Shepherd dog rescued from a World War I 
battlefield by a US soldier, Lee Duncan. After 
return to the US Lee got the dog parts in silent 
films and these films became a box-office success 
with the dog as the animal star. And later, after 
the original dog had passed away, there were 
additional films and a television show which 
used German Shepherds, all called Rin Tin Tin, 
regardless of their actual names. As a child I recall 
watching this television show. 

Gordon Gold made his first premium sale to 
Nabisco Cereal, a large six million order of the 

Rin-Tin-Tin Telegraph Key premium which was 
advertised during this show in boxes of a breakfast 
cereal, “Rice Honeys”. 

Gordon was the son of Sam Gold who had 
become known as the “Premium King”. It was 
Sam’s idea that the “world’s greatest super 
salesman” was a child who was able to sell to 
his parents when no one else could reach them. 
He would go to large national food companies 
(mostly cereal companies) with the pitch that 
children could help them sell their products. He 
successfully sold premiums to General 

Foods, Kellogg’s, 
Quaker Oats and 

others.
Gordon, born 
in 1926, 
joined his 
father’s 
company 

in 1942 and 

learned the business. He had just secured 
the Rin-Tin-Tin license from Ed Justin of Screen 
Gems in New York when he made this sale. Father 
and son began making premiums for Nabisco and 
became their largest supplier.

And although I don’t know how much this 
premium influenced my future interest in the 
telegraph, I did eat a box of this cereal and got 
the telegraph key premium out of it. These little 
plastic keys are now considered collectors items. 
Not your usual telegraph instrument collectible.

Rin Tin Tin 
Telegraph Key

By J. Chris Hausler



MTC member John Springer has volunteered to offer you historic ORT patches [Order of Railroad 
Telegraphers].

For a donation to MTC of $20 you can own an ORT patch. John’s address during winter is 3703 SE 
Jennings Road, Port Saint Lucie, Florida, ZIP 34952. John’s summer address is 261 Airline Road in 
Clinton, Connecticut 06413. The Morse Telegraph Club benefits from this sale.

ORT Badges Available

MTC chapter List
Call Sign Chapter Name Secretary-Treasurer Email Locations 

 AT Ollie Blackburn James Favre jmfavre@gmail.com Illinois

 CG Calgary (CANADA) Lavina Shaw lavinashaw@shaw.ca Alberta, CDA

 FX Florida Clyde Fracis rachel.f.francis38@gmail.com Florida

 GO Montreal-Ottawa Luc Bonneau bonneauluc@videotron.ca Canada

 K Grace M. Pond Don Miller dolomiller@bresnan.net Wyoming

 MO Edmonton Bill Tchir dwtchir@eastlink.ca Edmonton, CDA

 MT Montana Burt & Sue Stenslie burtsue@live.com Montana

 MW Milwaukee-Madison Bob Pluntz pluntzr@gmail.com Wisconsin

 ON Maple Leaf Chuck Beckett acbeckett@rogers.com Ontario, CDA

 PD Emory Mulquin Richard Wornath rgw36@outlook.com Washington

 RA Maritime Oscar Belliveau obelliveau3217@rogers.com New Brunswick, CDA

 SA Sacramento (CA) Lawrence E Cardoza destiny@snowcrest.net California

 SQ Hugh Braese (CA) Cathy Stanfill ks6cw@mac.com California

 SX Sea-Tac Evergreen Kevin Saville kevin@seville.net Washington

 TD Thomas A. Edison Al Skornicka atynmtc@provide.net Michigan

 WA Washington-Baltimore Jim Wilson telegraphjim@gmail.com VA-MD-DC

 WG Winnepeg Bert Johnson joanb@mymts.net Manitoba, CDA

 ON Maple Leaf * Charles E. Beckett • Ontario, CDA

* NOTICE TO MAPLE LEAF (ON) CHAPTER MEMBERS:
Chuck Beckett has kindly stepped up to serve as ON Chapter Secretary-Treasurer. Chuck will be 
contacting you to renew your Morse Telegraph Club membership for 2022. Chuck can be reached at  
42 Vanier Place, St. Thomas, ON N5R 5P8. Thank you.
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happy holidayshappy holidays

Letters to the EditorLetters to the Editor

*

January 19th

We may have some interesting things 
happening this year. We’re still working on the 
Radio Astronomy CubeSat and have signed an 
agreement with Vaya Space for launch on the 4th 
quarter next year. Also, we are just beginning the 
implementing of a new degree program here in 
Aerospace Systems Management. We are building 
an experimental airplane too; never a dull moment.

73, 
Dr. J. Wayne McCain, W4CQD 
KASU radio.net Advisor 
Professor of Aerospace Systems Management 
Member of the “WA” Chapter, MTC 

January 20th

The Antique Wireless Association (AWA) has a 
monthly program called “AWA Shares” on Zoom. Last 
night’s program was about the “On the Roof Gang,” a 
bunch of U.S. Navy personnel who, starting in 1921, 
were taught the Japanese katakana telegraph code. 
Here is information and a link to the video.

Author Matt Zullo is a retired U.S. Navy Master 
Chief Petty Officer who has more than 35 years’ 
experience in Radio Intelligence, now more commonly 
known as Communications Intelligence. Matt holds 
a Master’s degree in Strategic Intelligence from the 
National Intelligence University. He researched 
and wrote his Master’s thesis on the On-the-Roof-
Gang, which tells the story of the 176 sailors and 
Marines who, starting in 1921, learned the Japanese 
katakana telegraphic code in order to intercept 
Imperial Japanese Navy communications. This set-in 
motion events that would lead to the birth of the U.S. 
Navy’s communications intelligence organization. 

Join Matt in this “AWA Shares” presentation as he 
discusses the importance of this pioneering effort in 
signals intelligence. See it here: www.youtube.com/
watch?v=YBsly45Focw&t=51s.

73, 
Chris Hausler  
MTC International Vice President

January 21st

One of the things I regret is that I did not take the 
time to learn more about my family history from my 
parents when they were still living. Now I have a lot of 
questions and it is too late to ask. One of the best ways 
to learn about earlier times it to talk to people who lived 
through them.

A while back, MTC member John Springer, who is 
a regular contributor to The Trackside Photographer, 
phoned mean said that he knew of several retired 
railroaders who had worked at a time when telegraphy 
and Morse code were still in use by the railroad. A few 
weeks before Christmas, we had the opportunity to 
record a conversation with three “old timers” and listen 
to their stories. This is living history. Their stories are 
fascinating and provide a vivid glimpse into a time when 
railroad operations were more akin to the 19th than to 
the 21st century.They can be heard at www.youtube.
com/watch?v=XN8yFdgfr9s

Edd Fuller, 
Editor of The Trackside Photographer

January 23rd

Our railroad 
museum has 
received a 
generous 
donation of 
four “Order 
of Railroad 
Telegraphers” 
pins (see 
the attached 
photos.) We 
know nothing 
about them and 
wish to date 
them if possible. 
All are of 

different sizes and designs from 7/8 inch down to 9/16 
inches and have a sounder in relief.

Is there some documentation somewhere that could 
help us date these pins? We want to incorporate the 
pins with our telegraph display.

John Pezzone, 
President 
The Apple Valley Model Railroad Club.
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February 8th

Thanks for sending me a copy of the Maple 
Leaf Chapter roster. I was pleased to see so many 
members still there from when I was Secretary-
Treasurer of the Maple Leaf Chapter. I was 
particularly glad to see Phil Ganassi’s name. Phil 
must be about 97 now. He and his brother trained 
under my father and they taught two of their 
younger brothers. One brother was in my school 
grade and I hung out with him. Because of their 
complicated last name, they eventually changed 
their name to Manning. They are all now deceased. 
And Gordon Miller is a full-blooded indigenous 
Canadian Indian. That made him unique.

Lavina Shaw, 
Former International MTC President

February 25th

Each of us has our favorite websites. I’d like 
to share one of mine. This is more of a science 
technical and engineering smorgasbord: 
www.wolframalpha.com

Bon appetite. 
73, 
Doug Goode 
KK4CEh

February 26th

I live in the Greenwood area of western Albemarle 
County (Virginia) and am a recently retired local 
historian. I read a 2019 edition of Dots & Dashes 
and noticed that you live in nearby North Garden. 

I would like some help identifying the age of old 
telegraph poles, likely installed by the Blue Ridge 
Railroad. They run along the 19th century Staunton 
to Scottsville Turnpike, which once located over 
Rockfish Gap, above the Crozet Tunnel near Afton.

I have taken pictures with my camera of these 
poles, which appear to be mid-19th century, based 
on short height, both glass and cork insulators, 
and other crossarm features. But I am no expert in 
dating these poles. Can you help?

Tom Carlsson,  
Waynesboro Historical Commission

February 27th

Response from MTC Vice President J. Chris 
Hausler:

Well, its hard to tell. The poles are definitely 
old, but unlikely from the 19th century. On one 
of them, the standing one, I see a transposition 

bracket. That would likely have been used with 
a two-wire telephone circuit for dispatching, and 
that didn’t get underway until the 20th century. 
Further, the insulators on that bracket appear 
that they might be made of vulcanized rubber, 
which to my limited knowledge didn’t become 
available until at least the 1930’s. But, again I’m 
not sure and they could jut also be darkened glass 
or porcelain. You would have to inspect them more 
closely.

One of the poles shows the little peaked roof cut 
on the top of the pole, which was a practice back 
in the days of communications poles. So, I would 
suggest that they are from sometime in the first 
half of the 20th century. When was the rail line 
abandoned? That knowledge would certainly give 
an end date to their installation. 

All three of the pictured poles appear to be in the 
same state of decomposition and thus likely are 
the same age. Are there any along the way which 
appear to be newer (the wood less crazed)? Pole 
line was maintained and periodically particularly 
worn poles would be replaced with newer ones. 
There’s an abandoned PRR line near here, now a 
trail, and the few remaining poles are like yours, 
that is except for one which was obviously a 
replacement as the wood is still “tight.”

When you say “cork” I don’t think there were 
ever cork insulators, although very early on some 
wood was used, but that would significantly 
predate this pole line. What you might be looking 
at are “cobs.” The cross arms have those metal 
pins. The insulators were not screwed directly 
on these metal pins. A wooden “cob” was screwed 
into the pins and then the insulators screwed into 
the cobs. Where abandoned pole line still stands, 
usually the insulators have been stolen, but the 
cobs frequently remain. I’ve tried in the past to 
get one or two of these cobs but as soon as I touch 
them, they disintegrate into dust. I did collect a 
few of the metal pins, however, figuring I could 
more or less recreate the cobs for a display, but 
never got around to doing it. I don’t know when 
metal pins suplanted the wooden ones (and I don’t 
think they ever completely did) but again, I think 
this puts the pole line into the first half of the 20th 
century.

If you want to learn more about this topic, there 
are many web sites on pole line insulators. One 
that I like is: the-electric-orpnahage.com/wp-
insulatorhardwareohter-item-of-interest.

I hope you enjoy your hike. When the weather 
is less wintery, I tend to hike along several local 
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abandoned RR ROW’s, the Lehigh Valley main 
being the most frequent, but also a couple of 
PRR branches as well as an NYC branch. Most 
poles are long gone, but one occasionally finds 
a lonely sentinel still standing. When I found 
that one on the Rochester branch of the PRR, I 
mentioned above, I wrote a small prose piece sort 
of commemoerting it. I’ve attached it for your 
amusement.

73, 
Chris Hausler

February 27th

Last evening I was reading the current issue of 
Dots & Dashes (Vol 47, Issue #1) and an idea came 
to mind. “How can the Morse Telegraph Club be 
promoted at a different level?”

Since I am a White Suitor for the Tournament of 
Rose Parade Organization, since 2020 images appered 
in my mind, seeing a float going down Colorado Blvd. 
with members dressed in their outfits, (black pants 
and white shirts, with a green visor), as someone on 
the float transmitting (from a wire antenna), sending 
International code. This would explose the ham 
community and Morse code to 7 million viewers on 
New Year’s Day. What do you think?

Sincerely, 
Manuel Caldera, 
MTC Member

February 26th

Our Military is back and listening. I have been an 
amateur radio operator since 1970. I have re-engaged 
myself in learning Morse code (CW) all over again. 
In 2018 I joined an international club in which they 
only do CW transmissions. This club includes some 
retired individuals from various government positions. 
In 1977 our government across all branches of the 
military and national security dropped the use of CW 
amd moved to other modes of communications. The 
last military branch to use Morse daily was the United 
States Coast Guard, which closed Morse in March 
1996. 

Well, low and behold, terrorists groups have picked 
CW to send messages to one another. 

Fast forward to January 2019, our military, 
specifically the Army and Air Force, reengaged the use 
of CW with new classes of individuals. 

What I understand is that these individuals are 
scattered all over the listening posts. Their job is to 
record the communidations in CW 24 hours a day, 7 
days a week. 

There is a pattern when DX stations call within the 
United States. These terrorists identify themselves 
with their call signs then begin sending what seems 
to be random letters and numbers. So, there you go, 
Morse code is back!

Always Listening, 
Manny Caldera, 
KC6CZY

February 26th

With consideration to Chris Hausler’s 
outstanding Zoom presentation about Morse 
telegraphy during the Civil War, here is an article 
from the Navy spooks about this particular subject. 
At the conclusion of this articlethe titles of three 
additional articles ar listed. I want you to click on 
the one with the word “COMINT” in the title as 
this is a continuation of this particular article. An 
additional article about telegraphy can be found at 
the conclusin of “COMINT” This article is titled, 
“The Siege of Vicksburg.” Best wishes,

Bill Neill, 
Conroe, Texas
This lengthy fascinating article, “Station HYPO,” 
celebrates Navy Crypotology. But alas, The 
Crypology Information Warfare author denied me 
permission to reprint this Febrary 2022 article. 
Maybe I’ll ask them again for permission to reprint 
the article in the next issue of Dots & Dashes. ~Jim

Februrary 28th

I have read comments on the Civil War website 
and wonder if you could provide me with some 
citations where I can look up the history of the 
USMT dot code. I am planning to write an article 
about the automated telegraph system which is 
used on my model railroad. I can’t seem to find any 
original source material on the dot code. You can 
read my telegraph blog at www.usmrr.blogspot.
com

Bernrd Kempinaki, 
Alexandria, Virginia

March 3rd

Response by MTC member Walt Mathers:
To the best of my knowledge, neither the USMT 

or their Confederate counterpart used a two-
element dot code. The American Morse system 
was used on land lines. The 1852 Berlin code was 
used on the 1858 trans-Atlantic cable and the 
Bain code was absorbed by a successful law suit *
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brought about by Samuel F.B. Morse (actually, the 
Morse code was invinted by Alfred Vail, a business 
associate of Morse.)

The Union Army’s chief Signal Officer, Albert 
James Myer,who had been a Bain two-element 
operator on the NY line as a youngster, developed 
a simple code that could be used on the electric 
telegraph magnet using single blows to represent 
a dot and two quick blows on the sending 
instruments to signify two.

Ths code, which superseded Myer’s original 
four element code of numbers (one through four 
with the five being used to end a word. , two for 
a sentence and three to finish off a message. 
This could be used with flag and torch or as a 
homogenic code of using one’s limbs

So, instead or using dots, dashes, extended 
dashes with spaces between, and spaces between 
the letters “Oh,” “Rah,” or Cee” with the Morse 
system, a signal operator could use combinations 
of single or couplet blows of dots upon sending 
insturment’s anvil. 

Neither U.S. or C.S. landline telegraphers have 
ever been documented as using a dot code in the 
field. If documentation does surface, I’ll let you 
know. Re-enactors effectively use dot code to 
communicate over their distant event wires.

Professor Linda Lopez, PhD 
Department of Communications Studies 
Baruch College, NYC 

March 19th

Here is a picture of 
the tie tacks we told 
you about. If sending 
these to Mr. Wades 
is the best place for 
these, please send 
us his address and 
contact inforation. 
If you know of a 

more appropriate home for these, we’re open to 
suggestions.

Kate Jones 
Carol Fox

March 14th

Emily brought home the recent edition of Dots & 
Dashes with the article about Mary Lee Embrey on 
the front cover. I enjoyed that piece and actually 
read most of the entire magazine. One point 
though: the Embrey son who died in Viet Nam 

was David. Her other son, Edward, was a highly 
regarded State Forrester, also now deceased. The 
U.S. 29 bridge over the Rockfish River is names 
after Edward.

I wonder if Dots & Dashes has ever done a piece 
on U.S. Army Forces communications sargents? 
Their MOS is 18E and, in spite of all the high 
speed radio gear available today, they are still 
taught Morse code. In Vietnam, I shared a bunker 
with our team’s radio operator, who had the task of 
decyphering messages on the one time pads. But I 
never learned Morse code.

Albert Weed

March 3rd

It is fleeting, but there is a telegraph scene at a 
pivital mement in the new Netflix film, “Against 
the Ice.” Stay Well.

Professor Linda Lopez, 
Buarch College 
Friend of the Morse Telegraph Club

March 22nd

Granddad told me the story of his first year as a 
telegrapher in 1902. He was only 16 and his boss 
was moving up the line from his office ahead of the 
coal miners who were rioting along the rails. 

Granddad was afraid, so his boss left him a 
Colt revolver in the drawer but instructed him to 
abandon his station before he needed to use the 
gun. At that time, Granddad was with a West 
Virginia railroad company.

Granddad retired from the YMCA in the 1960’s. 
He served as one of Virginia’s first Boy Scout 
of America scoutmasters. He also brought back 
many artifacts from the Holy Land for museum 
displays. His stories included relationships with 
“Captain Jack” Crawford who was a scout, poet 
and educator.

Regards, 
Randy Devins 
MTC Member

March 22nd

Yesterday evening, I made a ZOOM presentation 
to the SONO Tower Museum about the functions 
performed by a Norfolk & Western station agent-
operator. Many of those duties were similar 
to those on the other railroads, even it N&W 
depot images were used as backgrounds for 
my presentation slides. The SONO Tower is a 

*



former NYNH&H interlocking at South Norwalk, 
similar to the PRR HARRIS Tower at Harrisburg, 
Pennsylvania.

The two-hour recording is about 150 megabytes, 
so I am sending it along with the note pages 
and PowerPoint presentation slides as a www.
wetransfer.com download. The download link is 
we.tt/t-aHd7Vfaxai. These can be freely shard with 
anyone. The download link is valid for five days. It 
will only work with a laptop or desktop computer, 

not a shared device such as a smartphone or a 
tablet.

Best wishes for Spring, 
Dr. Frank R. Scheer, Curator 
Railway Mail Service Library, Inc 
(540) 837-9090 daytime cell 
1913 former N&W Railway depto 
117 East Main Street 
Boyce, VA 22620-9369

?? ?When your parents, your grandparents, and your ancestors going back thousands of years glanced at the 
moon in the night sky, they saw only one side of our moon. Because our moon no longer spins on its axis, 
is tidally locked, from planet earth, we see only the same side. 

What does the other side look like -- is it just like the side facing earth?
The astounding answer is NO. The other side of our moon was first photographed by the Luna 3 satellite 
in 1958. Photographs of the other side reveal a surface that is much more densely covered with craters. 
Although most people don’t give it much thought -- now we know!

DID YOU KNOW?

Dots & Dashes • Spring 2022 • Page 12
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Chapter News

Welcome Aboard!Welcome Aboard!
New MeMbers of MTC

Edward Davis of Pullman, WA
David Krueger of Kirksville, MO
Gary Lang of Sturgeon Bay, WI

Chris Leos of Canyon County, CA
Bret Shipman of Henderson, NV

Joseph Zias of Bradford, PA
Robert Moses of Coronado, CA
Gilbert Verette of Moncton, NB
Michael Scott of Moncton, NB?

Evergreen Chapter MTC 
Members with copy to 

International MTC Officers

Please save the date of Saturday April 30, 
9 a.m. PDT for our semiannual meeting. I'll send 
more info out later. If you'd like to share and/or 
present info on something telegraph or railroad-
related, we welcome it. Please let me and Les Kerr 
(les@morsekob.org) know. He is graciously hosting 
the meeting again via Zoom and can either share 
screen or show photos etc. that you have to offer.

73, 
Kevin Saville 
President. & Secretary-Treasurer, 
Evergreen Seattle-Tacoma SX Chapter, MTC 
savillekr@comcast.net, 360-292-0966

These interesting tidbits come from new 
MTC members:
Gary a. LanG of Sturgeon Bay, WI tells us tat he 
learned about the Morse Telegraph Club during a 

February 2022 ham radio conversation with Jim 
WB8SIW. Jim loaned Gary several copies of Dots 
& Dashes. Gary’s interest is limited to collection 
straight keys and “bugs.” He now owns 61 restored 
bug keys and more than one hundred straight 
keys. Gary explains that many of these keys are 
over a hundred years old. His ham call sign is 
WN9U.

PS: Gary was recruited by MTC President 
Jim Wades. Gary sent us his $20 dues plus 
a $30 donation. Thank you, Gary.

Wayne Junop of Palmer Rapids, ON notes that 
he has always been interested in trains and the 
telegraph system. For over fifty years, Wayne 
has been collecting telegraph items, as well as 
telephones and related items. He also has many 
colorful telegraph pole insulators. Wayne’s ham 
radio call sign is KOJ2EO.

Wayne sent his $20 dues and a $5 
donation. Thank you and welcome, 
Wayne. 
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You may or may not be aware that 
Gustave Eiffel used his iconic Eiffel 

Tower as a personal start-up lab for 
scientific innovation (hint: you probably 
heard it from us). But did you know that 
there’s also a “secret” military bunker 
still buried beneath, with an entrance 
near the south pillar?

The bunker — which was not 
originally created to withstand army 
bombardments — was constructed in 
1909 for the military telecommunications 
that took place from the Eiffel Tower. 
The tower was designed as the grand 
entrance to the 1889 Exposition 
Universelle, but soon after, Eiffel 
was trying to find ways to save his 
eponymous project; after all, it was 
only meant to stay up for 20 years 
and received much criticism about its 
architectural aesthetic. So the engineer gave 

personal financial 
backing to army 
general and radio 
pioneer Gustave-
Auguste Ferrié’s plan 
to build a wireless 
telegraphy station at 
the top of the tower.

The project was 
successful, as Eiffel and 
Ferrié worked closely 
together on the first 
tests of military radio 
broadcasting. Scientist 
Eugène Ducretet had 
previously established 

the first radio link in 
Morse code connecting 

the Eiffel Tower to the Pantheon. But the local 
Parisians weren’t too happy with soldiers tramping 
around their bucolic Champ de Mars, so in 1909 
a permanent bunker was build to house the radio 

operators. In 1913, the Paris Observatory, a 
research institute, transmitted wireless signals to 
the United States Naval Observatory in Arlington, 
Virginia, with the goal of measuring the difference 
in longitude between the French and American 
capitals.

During World War I, its bunker took on an 
even more important role as a potential escape 
route with a complex underground network and 
secret tunnels. The Iron Lady’s communication 
infrastructure proved especially useful when 
French forces jammed German communications, 
a significant factor in winning the First Battle of 
the Marne. The French military were also able to 
decrypt enemy messages; notably, an intercepted 
communiqué between Germany and Spain led to 
the arrest of exotic dancer and spy Mata Hari. 

After the war, the broadcasting took on a more 
entertaining purpose, with the launch of Radio 
Tour Eiffel in 1921 on the tower’s north pillar; it 
provided news, weather and concert programming. 
French actor Sacha Guitry (along with his father 
Lucien Guitry and wife, actress Yvonne Printemps) 
delivered some of the first civilian radio programs 

What Happened to the 
Secret Bunker beneath 

the Eiffel Tower?
 By Hannah Steinkopf-Frank

Lightening strikes the 
Eiffel Tower in 1902
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during the 1920s. Radio wasn’t the only form of 
communication: At one point, the Eiffel Tower 
was also a newsroom for the French newspaper 
Le Figaro and a post office was housed in the 
structure. Sadly, Radio Tour Eiffel was halted in 
1940 with the German occupation, but broadcasts 
continued after the conflict, most notably the 
coronation of Queen Elizabeth II in 1953.

The tunnel remained a military secret for some 
70 years and some mysteries of the bunker remain, 
including whether there is a tunnel stretching 

across the famed public gardens of the Champ 
de Mars to the French École militaire training 
facillities. Multiple FM radio and digital television 
channels (a TV antenna was first installed in 1957) 
broadcast from the Eiffel Tower to this day.

Off-the-beaten path visits of the Eiffel Tower’s 

underground space have been possible in recent 
years but have recently been discontinued. Take a 
staircase down 4 or 5 meters and you find yourself 
in a small, makeshift underground museum at the 
entrance of the old bunker, highlighting some of 
the iconic landmark’s lesser known history. But 
the truth is, the nucleus of the bunker hasn’t been 
seen by the public for some time and what remains 
would only disappoint visitors hoping to see a 
preserved wartime shelter.

The Eiffel Bunker museum, housed in an 
underground corridor via cestenfrance.

It’s perhaps a missed opportunity for one of 
the world’s most visited landmarks, which now 
uses the demilitarized bunker for a much less 
exciting purpose – storage – primarily for the food 
venues inside of the Eiffel Tower. Decidedly more 
animated for intrepid visitors is the underground 

space that houses the original 
machine room which still 
controls the Tower’s six hydraulic 
elevators designed by Gustave 
Eiffel in 1889.

If you’re curious about the 
private visits to the Eiffel Tower’s 
engine room, don’t forget the 
MessyNessyChic Concierge can 
help you with all things off-beat 
during your stay in Paris. And 
in the meantime, jump in our 
time machine and head up to Mr. 
Eiffel’s Penthouse apartment.

The WWI Military Bunker. Courtesy of Uft

The Eiffel Bunker museum, housed in an underground 
corridor via cestenfrance.fr
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“30” Silent Keys 
News of our brothers and sisters who have closed the key

Edmonton “MO” Chapter
HuGH aLexander Varty, age 90, of Medicine 

Hat, Alberta passed away on 
March 9, 2022. Hugh was born 
in Edgerton, Alberta on April 
29, 1931. His career was spent 
working for the Canadian 
Pacific Railroad as a Station 
Agent for many years. Hugh’s 
first permanent station was 
at Buffalo, Alberta. His career 

with CPR ranged from April 9, 1951 to November 
1, 1986. Hugh married the love of his life, Doreen 
Margret Miller in 1968; they spent 53 happy 
years together. In retirement, Hugh got a thrill 
by teaching children the Morse code at the local 
museum. He was also a member of the Elks, 
Shriners, and Masons. 

Thanks to Bill Tchir, Secretary-Treasurer 
of the Edmonton “MO” Chapter for this 
brief information. 

edWard FrisseLL, age 86, passed away on 
February 22, 2022. He was born in Edmonton, 
Alberta on October 22, 1934. Ed worked as 
operator and agent for 37 years with the Canadian 
National Railway. Hi career began at Spedden, 
Alberta. 

At age 18 Ed decided to become a telegrapher. 
Once confident with his skills, Ed went to the 
railway office at Fox Creek and asked the agent, 
“Dirty Shirt McGuiness,” to sponsor him. Annoyed 
with Ed, “Dirty Shirt” finally gave in and hired Ed. 
Persistence pays!

Ed was one of the 40 operators who trained 
at Spedden, Alberta when the CN was hiring. 
During his career as a telegrapher, Ed worked 
on the spare boards at Round Hill, Bruderhiem, 
Grand Centre, Hilliard, Vermilion, Unity, 
Alliance and Entrance. After those stations, Ed 
became a permanent operator and then Agent 
at Wainwright. He also worked for a short time 
as Dispatcher in Edmonton and Roma Junction. 
Ed enjoyed his career with the CN and enjoyed 
working with fellow employees at every location.

Ed’s daughter, Sue, says that her dad had a 
legacy of determination, a tremendous work 

ethic, and the skills of a mechanical genius and 
of ingenuity. “Dad grew up in the prairie dust 
bowl of the 1930’s,” explains his daughter. Upon 
his first sight of the Canadian Rockies, he vowed 
to leave the prairies and move to the mountains. 
Eventually, his family settled in Chilliwack, 
surrounded by mountains with Cultus Lake 
nearby. 

“Dad took us camping through Fraser Canyon, 
with eight family members crammed into his 
Volkswagen van,” says Sue. “His gruff exterior 
couldn’t hide his delight in the beauty of British 
Columbias landscape, “she added. 

“Ed’s passion continues as his children commit 
their energy to family, education, community 
service, small business and animal rescue,” 
explains Sue. “His grandchildren have expanded 
into theater, music, graphic design, military 
service, nuclear research, mechanics, libraries, 
immigrant support,” she states. 

“On Mom and Dad’s 75th anniversary in 
January, I was happy to tell Dad that his story 
would be published in the April 2022 edition of 
Dots & Dashes. So, he will have international fame 
at last, something I am sure he won’t mind at all,” 
summarizes his daughter, Sue Frissell. 

Thanks to Bill Tchir, Secretary -Treasurer 
of the Edmonton Chapter for this 
information. Thanks also to Ed’s 
daughter, Sue Frissell, for additional 
personal information about her dad.

GeorGe GaVinHHuk, age 96, of Mundare, Alberta 
died on January 18, 2022. 

George was raised on the farm, 
where he would often be found 
driving a tractor or a combine. 

George began his career with 
the Canadian National railroad 
at age 17 in the era of steam 
engines and of telegraphy Morse 

code. George retired as a Station Agent in Scotford. 
In 1949, George married his sweetheart, Lila, 

in Heinsberg, the beginning of a 72-year long 
love story. George and Lila raised three children: 
Sandra, John, and Marjorie. In 1976, George built 
his and Lila’s dream home in Fort Saskatchewan. 
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His love of word working can be found in churches 
and homes in the Smoky Lakes area. 

Thanks to Bill Tchir for this information.
Fred MatWycHuk, age 87, of Spedden, Alberta died 

unexpectedly on August 9, 2021 
as the result of a motor vehicle 
accident. Fred was born on July 
27, 1934. In 1952 Edmonton 
hired Fred as a spare board 
operator. During that time, he 
bid on a relief dispatcher’s job, 
working where ever work was 
available as a relief agent or as 

a relief dispatcher. Later, Fred was promoted to 
relief chief dispatcher. He retired in 1991 after 39 
years of service. 

Fred is survived by his loving wife, Kathleen, 
and their three daughters: Carla, Tanya, and 
Melissa. 

Thanks to Bill Tchir for this brief 
information.

Louis HaMeL, age 99, of Chilliwack, British 
Columbia 
passed away 
recently. Lou 
was born in 
April 1923. 
and grew up 
on a farm 
in Krupp in 
southwest 
Saskatchewan 
with his 
parents plus 

nine brothers and sisters. Lou had a dream. He 
wanted to become a telegrapher with the Canadian 
Pacific Railroad. Besides good wages and a chance 
to travel, to Lou, an office job looked appealing 
after the rigors of prairie life during the harsh 
1930’s. 

The first step to becoming a telegrapher was 
to qualify as a railway agent. That meant letting 
an established railway agent work for him as 
an unpaid apprentice. To become a telegrapher, 
Lou would need to learn typing, bookkeeping, the 
American Morse code, and railway tariffs. 

In October 1941, Lou made the decision to 
take action on his dream. Lou decided to teach 
himself Morse code, but he first needed telegraph 
equipment for practicing the code. Lou improvised 
by using two wooden cheese boxes (10 x 4 x 4 

inches) with an attached hacksaw blade as a 
telegraph key using a tea kettle knob. A carriage 
bolt and rubber band completed Lou’s practice set.

Lou and his sister, Ethel May, practiced 
American Morse code by sending messages from 
one room to another at home. 

Finally, Lou applied to become a telegrapher, but 
he didn’t have any seniority. Lou competed for a 
telegraph job with the Agent’s son. Then Lou went 
to Abbey then to Abri looking for work. Lou served 
as an apprentice at Abbey when he got a telegram 
saying he would be hired as an assistant agent at 
Leader, Saskatchewan. 

At last. Lou’s official date of hiring the Agent’s 
CPR was November 22, 1942. Next, Lou was 
transferred to become Assistant Agent at 
Didsbury, Alberta. In February 1943, at age 19, 
Lou passed the telegraph exam and began his 
railroad career as night telegraph operator. The 
future moved on from there. 

Thanks again to Bill Tchir for this 
information and for his daughter Mary 
Bomford for additional information about 
her Dad.

JoHn ruston, age 84, passed away on March 
17, 2022 at the Misericordia 
Hospital in Edmonton. John 
was born on October 10, 1937 in 
Vancouver, BC. He attended the 
Prince of Wales School, then the 
University of British Columbia 
and the Anglican Theological 
College. During this time, 
John has successful open-heart 

surgery at Toronto General Hospital (early 1960’s). 
This saved his life.

On June 8, 1963 John and his sweetheart, 
Elizabeth Athey, were married. John soon became 
a priest in the Anglican Church of Canada. In 
1965 he served in parishes in Kelowna, Kimberley, 
Golden and Nelson, BC, before becoming rector of 
the parish of Ottaway in November 1968. 

John & Elizabeth raised three daughters: Judith 
born in 1966, Beverly born in 1969 and Carol born 
in 1971. In 1972, The family moved to stony Plain 
where he lived the rest of his life. 

In 1974, John joined the Canadian National 
Rail as an operator, later known as Rail Traffic 
Controller. John traveled extensively by rail 
throughout Canada and the United States. He was 
proud of the fact that he also rode every mile of 
British Rail passenger lines. 
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For exercise, John also swam regularly, 
volunteered with the RCMP Victim Services, and 
was awarded the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee Medal 
in 2012 for his volunteer services. He served as 
Worshipful Master in the Masonic Lodge, and 
served as Chaplain for the Grand Lodge of Alberta.

In a nutshell, John Joined CN Rail as an 
operator in 1974, retiring on January 17, 2000. He 
loved the railroad.

Thanks again to Bill Tchir for this 
information about another valued 
Edmonton Chapter member. Thanks also 
to John’s wife, Elizabeth Rushton, for 
additional information.

Ollie Blackburn “AT” Chapter
JaMes MicHeLL cLine iii, age 76, of University 
City, Missouri passed away on October 27, 2021. 
James was born on May 25, 1945 in Saint Louis, 
Missouri. Jim was a veteran of the Army and 
also served in the Coast Guard Auxiliary. A 
man of many talents, Jim was a deep-sea diver 
and welder, a boilermaker, a member of the 
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers 
and Carpenters Union. Jim was also a member of 
the University City Police Department and Fire 
Department, where he assisted with search and 
recovery diving. 

Jim was a long-time member of the Lion’s Club 
who could build and fix anything. He was also 
a long-time member of the Alton Chapter of the 
Morse Telegraph Club. Over a twenty-year period, 
Jim was a tireless volunteer at the weekly demos 
at the Ferguson, MO Wabash depot. The grand 
opening was in 2001 and the depot closing was in 
2016. 

When the MTC needed a new place for its 
weekly demonstrations, Jim arranged for the 
National Museum of Transport to provide space to 
meet each week. And Jim arranged for the Alton 
chapter to have Morse Day and other events at the 
beautiful stone Amtrak depot in Kirkwood, MO. 

In addition to his love of the telegraph, Jim was 
an active ham radio operator with the call sign 
KC0DTD. 

Thanks to Derek Cohn for this valuable 
information. He adds, “Jim’s dedication 
to the club will be sorely missed and our 
events are just not the same without him. 
We have lost a kind man and a dedicated 
volunteer.” 

Twin City “MS” Chapter
WiLLiaM Vernon reed, age 98, passed away on 
February 25, 2022. He was born on November 
14, 1924 in Willmar, NM. The story of Bill’s 
telegraph career was published in November 1977 
in The Daily Times at Cloud, MN. Much of this 
information comes from that article. The article by 
Barb Volp was titled, “Telegrapher keeps trains 
moving on the right track.”

In Bill’s own words: My life as a student 
Agent/Telegrapher started in my senior year in 
Willmar High School. I was offered extra credit 
for attending two hours a day; I would attend the 
Morse Telegraph school at the Great Northern 
depot in Willmar, MN. This was for the better part 
of my senior year. 

The telegraph school taught the book of rules, 
which is the Bible of the Railroad, and the handling 
of train orders for train movements. After I 
graduated, I had two days off before going to work 
as a third trick operator at Cokato, MN on My 28, 
1944. This was my first permanent position. 

The Great Northern started closing stations the 
next year. In late 1945, Cokato was closed. I was on 
the Extra list. I could be sent to any station on the 
Division so I worked at seven stations. 

In 1947, my second position started. Then in 
1949, the five-day work week began. I bid second 
trick position at St. Cloud, MN and was assigned 
there late that year. This position taxed my 
intellect to the nth degree!

The four relay offices, 3-line stations, Western 
Union, which all used Morse code. I sold tickets 
for the three passenger trains on my trick, made 
reservations, answered questions from customers, 
and processed the payroll twice a month.

In 1955, Mr. Holmes, head of the passenger 
department, offered me a position as Passenger 
Representative on the new “Empire Builder.” I 
would leave from Saint Paul, MN in the afternoon 
and traveled to Chicago, IL. Overnight was spent 
in a charming hotel close to Union Station. Next 
morning, we traveled to Seattle, WA. The life of a 
railroader wasn’t too bad!

In 1970, the Great Northern Railroad merged 
with connecting railroads, creating the Burlington 
Northern Santa Fe railroad. My position was 
abolished. 

After mergers and closures, and several job titles, 
my final position was Purchasing Agent. After 42 
years of railroad service, when I was 60 years old, I 
retired. 

*
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During his retirement, Bill published several 
family histories and even built a railroad 
roundhouse! 

Thanks to Bill’s wife, Marjorie, for the 
interesting details of her husband’s 
railroad career.
robert brancHaud, age 97, of Cottage Grove, 

MN passed away on September 
16, 2021. Preceded in death by 
his wife, Joyce, of 56 years, they 
raised two daughters: Kate and 
Carol. “Moe” grew up in Brainerd. 
He enjoyed sports and as a 
teenager, especially loved his dog. 

Bob graduated from 
Washington High School in 

1941 and began working for the Western Union 
Telegraph Company as a student operator in 
Brainerd, MN. His telegraphic call sign was “RO.” 

During the South Dakota State Fair, Bob operated 
the teletype machine so that fairgoers could send 
messages. In 1942, he was drafted into the Army 
and sent to radio school. He also became a crack 
shot. 

Following Army Instructor School in Laredo, 
TX, Bob served as teletype and typing instructor 
in Oklahoma City, OK. He never was subjected to 
combat in WWII. After his discharge from the Army 
in February 1946, Bob returned to his job with 
Western Union. He was sent to work at various 
towns in North and South Dakota. 

His final position was with WU in Aberdeen, SD 
in November 1946. A large number of telegrams 
came from peasant hunters sending telegrams for 
hotel reservations. One famous message that Bob 
copies on the telegraph was from movie star Clark 
Gabel.

For a while, Bob sent and received telegrams of 
baseball games. The announcer in the press box 
would then read the telegraph info to a live radio 
audience. 

In June 1949, Joyce Sievert and Bob were 
married. They had met at Western Union. Joyce 
had grown up on a farm with seven sisters and two 
brothers. 

In 1951, Bob was hired as a Morse operator by 
the Great Northern Railway Company. During 
the following years, Bob saw many changes 
in communications systems from telegraph to 
teletype to computers. In 1961 Bob was promoted 
to Supervisor of Data Control. While in this job, 
Bob was instrumental in computerizing rail yards 
from Chicago to Seattle and Portland. In 1981, 

Bob retired with the job title Assistant Director 
of Transportation & Technical Services for the 
Burlington Northern Railroad. 

Following retirement, Bob enjoyed playing the 
banjo, ukulele, guitar, harmonica, kazoo, spoons, 
and the washboard. He was proud of his homemade 
“stomp stick.”

STOP THE PRESSES! 
Late breaking news!

Two $500 checks were enclosed in the 
attached letter from S-K Robert 
Branchaud’s daughters. Kate Jones and 
Carol Fox, sent as a memorial to their 
father.
Thanks to J. Chris Hausler for 
researching this information

Maple Leaf “ON” Chapter
WiLLiaM donaLd Laycock, age 90, passed away on 

January 24, 2022. He was born 
on March 12, 1932. Don served 
faithfully as Secretary-Treasurer 
of the Maple Leaf “ON” Chapter 
for many years.

Thanks to Chris Ricketts 
for this brief information.

C.D Combs “FN” Chapter
[This chapter closed on 12-31-2020]
ronaLd koLLMann, age 82, passed away on March 
26th last year (2021). Ron was born on December 
9, 1940 and grew up on a farm in Parkersburg. 

A graduate of a telegraph school in Minnesota, 
teenaged Ron wanted to work for the railroad. 
But the railroad would not hire Ron because they 
found out that he was colorblind. So, “plan B” went 
into effect: Ron got a job and made a career with 
Western Union. 

Ron and his wife, Rose, met at church and were 
married for 38 years. Their blended families 
included three children from Rose’s first marriage 
and two children from Ron’s first marriage. Rose 
loved her career as a nurse. Ron loved his career as 
a Western Union telegrapher. 

After their retirements, Ron and Rose regularly 
attended Morse Telegraph Club meetings and Ron 
routinely participated in telegraph demos. 

Thanks to Ron’s wife, Rose Kollmann, for 
their interesting life story.
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J. Chris Hausler’s
Book & Movie

ReviewS
The book I am 

reviewing this 
time is Mr. Lincoln’s 
T-Mails, The Untold 
Story of how Abraham 
Lincoln used the 
Telegraph to Win 
the Civil War. It was 
written by Tom Wheeler 
and its ISBN 13 is 
978-0061129780. It 
is available from the 
usual sources in many 
formats. I found a copy 
in my local library.

If you have read any of the books about the use of 
the telegraph in the U.S. Civil War I’ve previously 
reviewed in this column or have studied its use in 
that war in any way, you are likely aware that, 
beginning with that war, the telegraph caused a 
profound change in the waging of war. It has been 
said that the Civil War was the first “modern” or 
“industrial” war due to the employment of new 
technologies, rifled muskets and cannons as well as 
the Morse telegraph being significant among them.

At the opening of the Civil War, the telegraph 
was already widely spread, particularly in 
the north. But due to the confederates cutting 
the only wire to the north at Harpers Ferry, 
Washington became telegraphically isolated. This 
was an unacceptable situation and so the union 
government started the U.S. Military Telegraph 
to address the issue. Despite the use of the term 
“military”, it was a civilian organization reporting 
to the Secretary of War, not the army. It’s goal was 
to coordinate and expand the use of the wires for 
the purpose of successfully prosecuting the war. It 
allowed the northern generals fighting in different 
parts of the country to align their actions with 
respect to each other. General Ulysses S. Grant 
said he, “held frequent conversations over the 
wires”. General William Tecumseh Sherman said, 
“Hardly a day intervened when General Grant did 

not know the exact state of facts with me, more 
than fifteen hundred miles off, as the wires ran.” 

This book, however, focuses on another aspect 
of the use of the telegraph in that war, the 
development of an overall command and control 
structure centered around the President of the 
United States. The president’s employment of 
the telegraph didn’t happen overnight. This 
book breaks Lincoln’s developing use of the 
telegraph into three phases. During the first 
14 months Lincoln rarely used the telegraph. 
During the next twenty-two months, due to his 
increasing frustration with how the war effort 
was progressing, he begins to insert his own 
thoughts about the prosecution of the war into the 
communications between the generals. Finally, 
with increased understanding of the power of the 
telegraph, Lincoln recognizes it has provided him 
an opportunity to exert his position as commander 
in chief, to directly impact the progression of the 
war according to his wishes. It was the first time 
a president could do this without being in the field 
with his armies. His recognition of this power and 
how to employ it gave the north a competitive edge 
which helped it to prevail.

The book points out that Lincoln was able to 
do this with no antecedent knowledge. No prior 
leader had ever had this ability and so he had no 
guidance on how to effectively use the telegraph. 
Lincoln had to develop this understanding on 
his own. The process started with his monitoring 
of the telegraphic communications between his 
generals and recognizing how poorly the war 
was being managed by them. Out of necessity he 
entered into these communications in an attempt 
to get them to better focus and coordinate their 
efforts. With this use he began to recognize what 
worked and what didn’t and thus developed the 
skill to effectively communicate his requirements 
in a manner in which they would be correctly acted 
upon. Although he was already using face-to-face 
meetings and letters, the telegraph was a new tool 
in his communications toolbox and he incorporated 
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it, learning to apply each tool as appropriate to the 
circumstance. It was through these endeavors that 
he became the leader that he did, and his efforts 
eventually led to the successful culmination of the 
war.

The book is an interesting look at the workings 
of Lincoln’s development of this understanding, 
examining many of the actual communications 
between the generals and between Lincoln and his 
generals. If you have any interest in the Civil War 
and the use of the telegraph within it I think you 
too will find it a fascinating read.

As I have said 
in this column 

before, finding films 
or videos with any 
telegraphic content is 
difficult and when one 
does, that content is 
usually minimal and 
poorly presented as 
well. So when I tripped 
across a railroad 
themed television 
series from the late 
1950’s, I was surprised 
how frequently, and 
frequently well, 

telegraphy was portrayed. The show’s title is, 
Casey Jones and it consists of 32 half hour TV 
programs from 1957 and 1958.

Despite the title, the only thing in the show 
that has any connection to history is the name 
of the engineer and that his train is called the 
Cannonball Express, the stories themselves are all 
fictional. What caught my eye was not only how 
often telegraphy was mentioned and instruments 
seen, but that much of the time proper use of the 
circuit closer switch is demonstrated. Even when 
telegraphy is shown in most films or videos, correct 
use of the circuit closer is rarely seen.

Now the individual programs themselves are 
somewhat simplistic and formulaic, something 
bad occurs but in the end Casey somehow saves 
the day, all in a half hour TV program. The actor 
playing Casey, Alan Hale Jr., appeared in many 
stage, screen and TV roles but is better known 
to me at least as the bumbling skipper from the 
1960’s TV program, Gilligan’s Island. There are 
several other regular actors and several different 
actors play a telegrapher in the series. In fact, as 
I have also mentioned in reference to films I’ve 

previously reviewed, it seems way more folks 
are presented as competent telegraphers than 
reality would suggest. Even Casey is shown as a 
telegrapher but in fact the real Casey Jones was a 
telegrapher before he became an engineer.

In most of the scenes where a steam engine is 
shown it is the Movie Star Locomotive, Sierra 
Railway No.3, a 4-6-0 1891 Rogers product, 
recently back in steam with a new boiler and 
owned by the state of California. This engine 
has appeared in more films than any other 
individual steam locomotive. That said, in one of 
the programs, there were scenes taken from the 
opening title of that 1950 film I recently reviewed, 
A Ticket to Tomahawk which featured narrow 
gauge RGS engine No. 20 dolled up as an 1870’s 
wood burner. In this program Sierra No. 3 is also 
shown being fired by wood as well but although 
originally built to burn coal, early in its career it 
was converted to an oil burner. Throughout the 
series, many of the scenes showing the locomotive 
in action appear to be stock footage and are 
frequently used repeatedly.

Although the plots are simple I quite enjoyed the 
program for what it is and of course the frequent 
representation of telegraphy and correct use of 
the circuit closer is icing on the cake. A four disk 
set of DVD’s of the series can be purchased from a 
number of sources with prices around $20 US but 
it is also available for free viewing and download 
from YouTube. In fact it appears that the DVD’s 
were made from the YouTube videos. The link 
to YouTube for this series is: www.youtube.com/
playlist?list=PL_zO7cYdYLBTRJClJ4Z0QUem-
xMt6jc8J . Enjoy!
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Want Ad Section
For Morse Telegraph Club MembersHouse Track

AVAILABLE: Book Tales of the 
American Telegraph. Issue #3 
includes a photo layout. John B. 
Ryan, 11017 E. Sprague Avenue, 
Spokane, WA 99206.
WANTED: Re-enactors for Locust 
Grove, the Samuel Morse Historic 
Site in Poughkeepsie, NY. Please 
contact Andrew Stock, Curator of 
Education and Public Programs 
at a.stock@morsehistoricsite.org 
or (845) 454-4500 x13 if you are a 
Signal Corps re-enactor who may 
be interested in participation in 
history of telegraphy, including the 
annual Civil War weekend.
AVAILABLE: Period attire for 
telegraph operators of any era. 
Authentic reproduction hand 
crafted clothing will be made 
to your exact fit by a certified 
seamstress at reasonable prices. 
Several MTC members already have 
attire provided by this talented and 
well educated lady. Contact Valerie 
Mathers at (410) 768-3162.
AVAILABLE: Pen & ink railroad 
drawings on stretched canvas, frame 
print, art print and greeting cards. 
See these on the website of Dots 
& Dashes member Peter Hamel at 
Peter Hamel Fine Art American.
com. Telephone (705) 472-8860.
AVAILABLE: Book. Hubert Jewell, 
President of the Washington-
Baltimore Chapter, offers us his 
biography titled, Working on 
the Richmond, Fredericksburg 
& Potomac Railroad. This book 
is chalked full of facts and 
descriptions of railroading and 
of Morse code communications. 
Hubert’s book is available from 
the RF&P Historical Society, Inc. 
PO Box 9097, Fredericksburg, VA 
22403-9097 or from the web site 
www.rfandp.org. The price is only 
$25.15 postage paid.
Hubert Jewell is now a Silent 
Key, but his interesting book is 
still available.
AVAILABLE: Vintage Canadian 
Morse code club patch 
www.ebay.com/itm/1949326228100.

AVAILABLE: The equipment is part of a very large collection gathered 
over 60 years. It was from a family member who has passed but was a very 
long time and well known MTC member. I have included three pictures of 
the hardware. I would like to sell it as a collection. There are several rare 
west coast as well as many early rare pieces. $12,500. Dave Ball (408) 805-0065
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Notices & iNvitatioNs

Morse Telegraph Club, Inc.  
Dial-Up Information

MORSE KOB PROGRAM
on the web at www.morsekob.org

DUES
U.S. First Class postage $20.00

E-mail delivery $15.00
Canadian is now by chapter

Foreign Air Mail postage $26.00

Ham Radio Web Sites
For those of you who are amateur  

radio operators, here are four current  
web sites that I find useful: 

www.arnewsline.org
www.usrepeaters.com

www.qth.com
www.qrz.com

Keep iN touch...
Your participation in Dots & Dashes is important.  
We need your stories, club news, announcements 

and reminisces to keep it lively and interesting for 
everyone.

Jim Wilson, Editor
Dots & Dashes

2742 Southern Hills Court
North Garden, Virginia 22959

(434) 245-7041
E-mail: telegraphjim@gmail.com

For membership changes, address updates,  
dues and other information dealing with 
membership or with chapter operation,  
contact your local Chapter Secretary or:

Richard Williams 
International Secretary-Treasurer
PO Box 181591, Coronado, CA 92178 

runnerrichard@hotmail.com 
(619) 818-9017

Please do not send address changes for  
Dots & Dashes, dues renewals, etc., to the 
Editor. All mailing lists and membership 

rosters are prepared through the office 
of the International Secretary.
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